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Near-surface water vapor and precipitation are central hydrometeorological observables which
are still difficult to quantify accurately above the point scale. Both play an important role in
modeling and remote sensing of the hydrologic cycle.We present details on the development of a
newmicrowave transmission experiment that is capable of providing line integrated estimates of
both humidity and precipitation near the surface. The system is located at a hydrometeorological
test site (TERENO-prealpine) in Southern Germany. Path length is kept short at 660 m to
minimize the likelihood of different precipitation types and intensities along the path. It uses a
monostatic configuration with a combined transmitter/receiver unit and a 70 cm trihedral
reflector. The transmitter/receiver unit simultaneously operates at 22.235 GHz and 34.8 GHz
with a pulse repetition rate of 25 kHz and alternating horizontal and vertical polarization, which
enable the analysis of the impact of the changing drop size distribution on the rain rate retrieval.
Due to the coherence and the high phase stability of the system, it allows for a sensitive
observation of the propagation phase delay. Thereof, time series of line integrated refractivity can
be determined. This proxy is then post-processed to absolute humidity and compared to station
observations. We present the design of the system and show an analysis of selected periods for
both, precipitation and humidity observations. The theoretically expected dependence of
attenuation and differential attenuation on the DSD was reproduced with experimental data. A
decreased performance was observed when using a fixed A–R power law. Humidity data derived
from the phase delay measurement showed good agreement with in situ measurements.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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1. Introduction

The accurate quantification of water vapor and precipita-
tion in time and space is still challenging with the established
methods, like rain gauges, climate stations and radar.

Rain rate observations with rain gauges are only point
measurement lacking spatial representativeness, in particular
during convective events of small spatial size. Additional
la).

. Open access under CC BY-NC-N
uncertainties are introduced by wind and exposure-induced
errors (Sevruk and Zahlavova, 1994; Nešpor and Sevruk, 1999).
In contrast to rain gauges, weather radar observations have a
high spatial coverage. However, results of radar observations
are impaired by the error-prone relation of measured reflec-
tivity and rain rate (Ulbrich and Lee, 1999), variability of the
vertical profile of reflectivity (Smith et al., 1986; Hazenberg
et al., 2011), (partial) beamblockage and enhanced bright band
interception (Andrieu et al., 1997). The latter are particularly
increased in mountainous regions.

Terrestrial microwave point-to-point links, with basic ideas
from radar attenuation research performed in the 1960s and
1970s (Atlas, 1964; Atlas and Ulbrich, 1977), are currently
becoming a popular new tool to gather additional information
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on precipitation. Attenuation data from purpose-built micro-
wave propagation links has been used for several applications
of precipitation remote sensing (Ruf et al., 1996; Rincon and
Lang, 2002; Holt et al., 2003; Rahimi et al., 2003; Upton et al.,
2005; Minda and Nakamura, 2005; Leijnse et al., 2007b). Only
recently, this technique was transferred to the existing
network of commercial microwave links comprising the
backhaul of the cell phone network (Messer et al., 2006;
Leijnse et al., 2007c; Zinevich et al., 2008; Schleiss and Berne,
2010; Overeem et al., 2011; Chwala et al., 2012).

Observation techniques for absolute humidity (also referred
to asmoisture orwater vapor) also experienced improvements.
Besides basic operational surface station and radiosonde
measurements with limited spatial representativeness, new
retrieval techniques were developed. Attenuation data from
satellite up- and downlinks operating at 22.235 GHz was used
for absolute humidity retrieval (Cuccoli et al., 2001). The same
principle was applied to the commercial microwave backhaul
link network (David et al., 2009). A different approach is
exploiting time delay from theGlobal Positioning System (GPS).
Measurements are performed using both ground-based and
satellite-based GPS receivers (Bevis et al., 1992; Ware et al.,
1996). High spatial resolutions area are achieved using satellite
measurements, e.g. from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), although associated with reduced
temporal resolution. A further new method providing
good spatial and temporal near-surface estimates of absolute
humidity using radar phase delay measurements was intro-
duced by Fabry et al. (1997) andwas tested successfully during
the International H2O Project (IHOP) (Weckwerth et al., 2005)
and the REFRACTT project (Roberts et al., 2008).

Here we present a system to study retrieval methods for
both, precipitation and absolute humidity using microwave
attenuation as well as phase delay data. In the following
sections we briefly introduce the basic theory behind the
retrieval methods. We describe the system details and
conclude with the evaluation of measurements made over
selected periods.
Table 1
Parameters of Eq. (2) for the drop size distribution (DSD) of Marshall and
Palmer (1948), the two types of Joss and Waldvogel (1969) for drizzle and
thunderstorm, and a representation of the Laws and Parsons (1943) DSD
taken from (Wolf, 2001). JD and JT are two extreme cases which result in
DSDs with a very small and a very large number of large drops, respectively.
2. Interaction of microwave radiation with the
atmosphere: A brief overview

The propagation of microwave radiation through the atmo-
sphere is affected by many variables like pressure, absolute
humidity, temperature, suspendedwater droplets, oxygen, and
precipitation. It has been studied in detail (e.g. Liebe, 1989) to
allow for estimations of disturbances in microwave communi-
cation or, the other way round in remote sensing, for retrieval
of atmospheric parameters from those disturbances. Here we
will focus on the extraction of liquid precipitation and humidity
information from microwave attenuation and phase delay.
MP and LP should be representative for common wide spread rain events,
where LP makes use of the shape parameter μ which, when positive,
decreases the number of small drops.

Type Abbreviation N0 in
mm−(1 − μ) m−3

μ Λ in mm−1

Marshall Palmer MP 0.80 × 104 0 4.10R−0.210

Joss Drizzle JD 3.00 × 104 0 5.70R−0.210

Joss Thunderstorm JT 0.14 × 104 0 3.00R−0.210

Laws-Parson LP 1.98 × 104R−0.384 2.93 5.38R−0.186
2.1. Microwave radiation and precipitation

2.1.1. Attenuation
As already described in theory by Stratton (1930) and

proven by measurements of Mueller (1946), rainfall con-
siderably attenuates radiation in the microwave regime
(λ b 10 cm).
This attenuation A(R) in dB/km for a certain rain rate R in
mm/h can be calculated as

A Rð Þ ¼ 4:343� 103∫∞
0
Cext Dð ÞN D;Rð ÞdD ð1Þ

where Cext(D) is the scattering cross section in m2 of a drop
with diameter D in mm. N(D,R) is the drop number concentra-
tion per cubic meter and per millimeter diameter interval, also
referred to as drop size distribution (DSD), which can be
described by

N D;Rð Þ ¼ N0 Rð ÞDμe−Λ Rð ÞD ð2Þ

with Λ = α R−β in mm−1 and N0 in mm−(1−μ) m−3 (Ulbrich,
1983). Table 1 gives four different sets of the parameters N0, μ,
and Λ to produce different theoretical drop size distribution.
They will be used as comparison in Section 5.1.

For a given N(D,R) the rain rate

R ¼ 0:6� 10−3π∫∞
0
v Dð ÞD3N D;Rð ÞdD ð3Þ

can be calculated with the drop fall velocity v(D) in m/s. This
velocity can be assumed to be the terminal velocity vt(D) of the
drops falling in still air, which Beard (1976) could describe
accurately with a physical model. An approximation of this
model is given by Mätzler and Martin (2003) which allows us
to calculate terminal velocity at standard air pressure of
1013 hPa as

vt Dð Þ ¼
0 if D≤ 0:03 mm
4:323 D−0:03ð Þ if 0:03 mm bD≤ 0:6 mm
9:65−10:3 e−0:6 D if D N 0:6 mm

8<
: ð4Þ

where vt(D) is in m/s and the drop diameter D in mm.
From Eqs. (1) and (3) it can be seen that the relation

between A and Rwill depend on the relation of their different
integrands v(D)D3 and Cext(D).

To analyze this dependence and to be able to derive A for a
given DSD, calculations of Cext(D) have been carried out
using the T-Matrix method introduced by Waterman (1971),
for which the source code (Mishchenko, 2000) is freely
available. An oblate spheroid shape, with axis ratios according
to Pruppacher and Beard (1970), was used. This drop
asymmetry results in different values of Cext(D) for horizontal
and vertical polarization. For the calculation of the refractive
index of water, following the equations given by Liebe et al.
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(1991), a water temperature of 10 °C was used. Changing the
shape model to normalized Chebyshev shapes (Chuang and
Beard, 1990) or changing the temperature to 0 °C or 10 °C has
only little effect: e.g. a change by 10 °C results in a deviation
smaller than 5% for drops larger than 2 mm, which is small
compared to the effect variations in N(D) have on the
calculation of A.

Fig. 1-a1 and b1 shows the calculated values of Cext(D) for
the two frequencies used in the transmission experiment
(22.235 GHz and 34.8 GHz). Drop diameters were restricted
to D b 6 mm, which is regarded as the upper limit for rain
drop size here. As already pointed out by Atlas and Ulbrich
(1977) and Leijnse et al. (2007b), vtD3 and Cext have almost
the same slope in the log–log plot for 35 GHz, which explains
the almost linear relation between A and R at this frequency
and which also indicates a low dependency on the DSD. The
deviation for drops larger than approximately 2.5 mm can,
however, alter this relation if a sufficient number of large
Fig. 1. Extinction cross sections Cext, differential extinction cross sections ΔCext and
and vertical polarization. Drop shape is assumed to be and oblate spheroid with ax
water was calculated according to Liebe et al. (1991) for a water temperature of 10
drops are present in the rain event. As Aydin and Daisley
(2002) explained, the diameter at which this deviation starts
depends on the transition from Rayleigh scattering to reso-
nance scattering. This takes place when the size parameter x is

x ¼ πD� 10−3

λ
≈1 ð5Þ

where λ is the wavelength in m. For 34.8 GHz this is true at
D ≈ 2.7 mm. This can also be seen by looking at the extinction
efficiency Qext (which is Cext normalized by the projected area
of the drop) shown in Fig. 1-a3where themain resonance peak
can be found around 2.7 mm.

For 22.235 GHz the deviation from the slope of vtD3 is more
pronounced, which leads to a less linear relation between A
and R at this frequency. Due to the longer wavelength, the
resonance scattering becomes dominant at a larger diameter
than at 34.8 GHz. The asymmetry of the drops is thus larger at
extinction efficiency Qext, for 34.8 GHz and 22.235 GHz for both, horizontal
is rations according to Pruppacher and Beard (1970). The refractive index of
°C.
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the 22.235 GHz resonance peak. Hence the difference between
Cext for horizontal and vertical polarization ismore pronounced
at 22.235 GHz than at 34.8 GHz for drop diameter D N 4 mm.
Cext,22,h even exceeds Cext,35,h for large drops (the indices of Cext
indicate the frequency and polarization). That is, in the
presence of large drops the attenuation and differential
attenuation at 22.235 GHz can be very close to the values at
34.8 GHz, or even exceed them.

In general, the differential cross-section ΔCext = Cext,H −
Cext,V, shown in Fig. 1-a2 and b2, exhibits a larger deviation
from the slope of vtD

3. That leads to a nonlinear relation
between the differential attenuation ΔA = Ah − Av and R.
ΔA will hence also be more sensitive to changes in the DSD
than A. Since ΔCext is smaller than Cext,H, ΔA will also be less
sensitive to rain in general (note, that vtD3 was scaled with
×10−8 here). Thus, it is not optimal for estimating the rain
rate when used without additional measurements, e.g. of A.
However, its stronger dependence on the DSD can allow the
detection of changes in the DSD. Furthermore it should not be
sensitive to disturbances like the effect of wet antenna, since
it only depends on the axial ratio of the drop diameter.

The values of Cext discussed here and shown in Fig. 1 will
be used in Section 5.1 to derive attenuation values from the
DSD measured by the disdrometer at the test site.

2.1.2. The A–R power law relation
Since in most cases no in situ data of the DSD is available

to derive a relation between A and R, approximations of this
relation are needed. According to theoretical and experimen-
tal studies (Atlas and Ulbrich, 1977; Olsen et al., 1978), the
relation between attenuation A in dB/km and rain rate R in
mm/h can be approximated by the power law

A ¼ a Rb ð6Þ
with a and b being constants depending on frequency,
temperature and drop size distribution (DSD). Hence for
different assumed or measured DSDs, different sets of values
of a and b are valid. In Section 5.1 we use the a and b values
given by the recommendation of the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU, 2003). No details are given here which
DSD model and temperature was used to derive a and b.
Comparison with power law fits to the theoretical DSDs listed
Fig. 2. (a) Values of a and b from ITU (2003) and the resulting attenuation for differe
for horizontal and vertical polarization depending on rain rate. (c) Resulting differen
in Table 1 (not shown here) suggests that a DSD similar to the
MP type has been used. For all values of a and b in between the
tabulated ones we perform a shape-preserving spline inter-
polation as shown in Fig. 2a. Expected attenuation values for
frequencies of 34.8 GHz and 22.235 GHz, which are used in
the experiment, are shown in Fig. 2b. The corresponding
values for a and b are shown in Table 2.

2.1.3. The ΔA–R power law relation
The calculations of the extinction cross section Cext in

Section 2.1.1 showed, that ΔCext and hence ΔA = Ah − Av are
also sensitive to rain rate, since the shape of falling raindrops
considerably deviates from a sphere for larger drops.With Af,h

and Af,v being the attenuation values for the different
polarizations and the operating frequency f in GHz, we define
the differential attenuation

ΔAf ; ¼ Af ;h−Af ;v: ð7Þ

Employing the a and b values from Section 2.1.2 a non-
linear least square fit of the power law

ΔAf ¼ aΔf R
bΔf ð8Þ

yields aΔ22 = 0.01, bΔ22 = 1.24 and aΔ35 = 0.031, bΔ35 =
1.07. The resulting relation between rain rate and attenuation
is shown in Fig. 2c. The values for f = 35 GHz are close to the
ones found by Atlas and Ulbrich (1977), aΔ = 0.039 and bΔ =
1. Ruf et al. (1996) also found a linear relation to fit best with
aΔ = 0.035. As expected from the results shown in Fig. 1, the
sensitivity is lower than the sensitivity of the single polariza-
tion measurements by approximately one order of magnitude.
Non-linearity is also increased. The values for aΔf and bΔf found
here, will be used in Section 5.1 to relate the measured ΔA to
rain rate.

2.2. Microwave radiation and humidity

2.2.1. Attenuation
Besides precipitation, absolute humidity can be another

major source of attenuation, especially at or close to the water
vapor resonance frequency of 22.235 GHz. For a detailed
nt rain rates (dotted lines). (b) Resulting attenuation for 22 GHz and 35 GHz
tial attenuation and power law fit obtained by non-linear least square fitting.

image of Fig.�2


Table 2
The values of a and b used in the power law relation of A–R and ΔA–R (see
Eqs. (6) and (8)). Values for A are taken from ITU (2003). Values for ΔA are
obtained from the power law fit shown in Fig. 2c.

Frequency in GHz ah av aΔ bh bv bΔ

34.8 0.260 0.230 0.031 0.981 0.964 1.070
22.235 0.096 0.088 0.010 1.081 1.048 1.240
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calculation of the attenuation Aq in dB/km caused by the
absolute humidity, depending on temperature T, pressure P
and the used frequency, refer to Liebe (1989) and ITU (2001).
By inversion of the relation of Aq given in ITU (2001), q in g/m3

derived from a measured attenuation at 22.235 GHz can be
approximated by

q ¼ −2� 10−5P þ 0:042
� �−1

Aq ð9Þ

with P being air pressure in mbar. This approximations is
within 3% deviation of the original relation for values of
P ranging from 900 mbar to 1000 mbar and T ranging from
−10 °C to 30 °C. The approximation neglects any temperature
dependency because it is marginal in our region of interest. At a
typical pressure P of 950 mbar in the region studied, a change in
absolute humidity of 1 g/m3 results in a change of attenuation
by 0.023 dB/km.

2.2.2. Phase delay
For path length of only few kilometers the attenuation due

to humidity will be small. Thus it could easily be masked by
fluctuations stemming from other sources (e.g. mechanical
deflection of antennas, system drifts) or would not reach the
detection limits of measurement systems. A more sensitive
way to retrieve absolute humidity information is to use
measurements of phase delay, where available. Phase delay is
Fig. 3. Relation of refractivity to values of absolute humidity and temperatu
linearly related to the speed of propagation determined by the
refractive index n, which in turn depends mainly on atmo-
spheric pressure, temperature and humidity.

A change in the phase ΔΦ is related to a change of the
refractive index Δn by the equation

Δϕ ¼ 2π f r
c

Δn ð10Þ

with f being the frequency in GHz, r the path length inm, and c
the speed of light in vacuum. In the case of electromagnetic
wave propagation through the atmosphere, deviations of the
refractive index from 1 are very small. Hence the refractivity

N ¼ n−1ð Þ � 106 ð11Þ

is defined as a magnification of this deviation, which, using
Eq. (10), can be written as

N ¼ N0 þ 106 � Δϕc
2 π f r

ð12Þ

with an initial refractivity N0.
Following Bean and Dutton (1968) effects of atmospheric

changes are related to refractivity with

N ¼ 77:6
P
Tk

þ 3:73� 105 e
T2
k

ð13Þ

where P is the pressure in mbar, Tk the temperature in K and e
the water vapor pressure. Using the relation

e ¼ q Tk R
M

ð14Þ
re. The dotted lines indicate where a relative humidity exceeds 100%.

image of Fig.�3
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Eq. (13) can be write as

N ¼ 77:6
P
Tk

þ 3:73� 105 q R
TkM

ð15Þ

with the gas constantR=8.314472×10−2 mbar m3 mol−1 K−1

and the molar weight of water M = 18.02 g mol−1. The
resulting dependence of N on q and T is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Changes in P are not considered in the plot, because they
are negligible for the common pressure ranges of 900 to
1000 mbar.

It indicates that the impact of changes in absolute humidity
by 1 g/m3 is around six times larger than the impact of a
temperature change by 1 °C. It is noted though, that during
cold weather, when water vapor saturation is already reached
at low absolute humidity values, e.g. ≈2 g/m3 at −10 °C, the
magnitude of temperature changes can easily exceed the
changes by absolute humidity. Whereas during warm weather
conditions with absolute humidity reaching high values, e.g.
≈30 g

m3 at 30 °C, N is mainly governed by absolute humidity.

Fig. 4 illustrates such a situation. The course of the
calculated refractivity, in particular the fluctuations on short
time scales, mimic the course of the values of absolute
humidity. Furthermore, it can also be seen, that temperature
is a more continuous quantity than humidity. This is confirmed
by autocorrelation analysis (not shown here) which yields a
smaller correlation of humidity compared to temperature up to
a lag of 1 h. Accordingly, temperature can be assumed to be less
variable in space and time than humidity. Temperature sinks
and sources are affected less by the heterogeneity of vegetation
and soil. We conclude that it is reasonable to interpolate point
measurements of T to correct the calculation of absolute
humidity retrieved by means of phase delay measurements
along a path of several kilometers.
Fig. 4. Example of calculated refractivity N from temperature T, absolute humidity
Section 4.
3. Transmission experiment

3.1. Requirements

The system's frequencies had to be within the frequency
band commonly used for commercial microwave communi-
cation link networks (10 GHz to 40 GHz), to allow transfer-
ability to investigations carried out with data from these
networks. Additional requirements were that horizontal and
vertical polarization measurements are performed simulta-
neously and stable phase information has to be delivered.
Path length must be kept short at around≈1 km tominimize
the variability of precipitation along the path, and still keep
the magnitude of expected attenuation high enough for
detection. In addition everything had to fit into a reasonably
small weatherproof housing to provide flexibility in system
deployment.

The mentioned requirements result in a system principle
equivalent to a dual frequency dual linearly polarized pulse
radar using a trihedral corner reflector as fixed target. This
monostatic configuration is necessary to provide stable phase
information, which is not available in bistatic systems due to
independent transmitter and receiver source drifts. Since
there is only one active element, the monostatic system has
the advantage of easy field deployment where power supply
and internet connection are not always available. However,
discrimination between transmitted (reflected by the trihe-
dral reflector) and unwanted backscattered (directly from
precipitation anywhere along the path) radiation is necessary
(Ruf et al., 1996). This is accomplished by range gating the
signal from the trihedral with a pulsed transmitter and
receiver. With the possibility of humidity measurements at
22.235 GHz, this frequency along with 34.8 GHz (where low
dependency on the DSD is expected) is selected.
q and pressure P (not shown) recorded by the weather station described in

image of Fig.�4


Table 3
System operating characteristics.

34.8 GHz 22.235 GHz

Antenna gain 36 dBi 32 dBi
3 dB beam width 2.4 4.2
Trihedral RCS 41 dBsm 36 dBsm
Tx power 18 dBm 16 dBm
Noise figure 10 dB 8 dB
PRF 25 kHz 25 kHz
Pol settling time 35 μs 35 μs
Pulse width Min 100 ns Min 100 ns
Two-way path length 1320 m 1320 m
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3.2. Technical specifications

3.2.1. HF-system
The systems for both frequencies are similar and share the

same 100 MHz crystal oscillator as reference source and
operate simultaneously. The reference synchronizes a phase
locked oscillator (PLO), whose output is converted up and split
into the upper and lower sideband. These are then multiplied
to provide the high frequency (HF) output and the reference
signal for down conversion in the receiver stage. Themultiplier
provides an output power of ≈ 20 dBm. The PIN switch used
for pulse generation is situated before the multipliers to
preserve better isolation. To keep the system as compact as
possible only one horn lens antenna per frequency, each with
an aperture of 23 cm, is used for both transmission and
reception. Polarization is altered by a ferrite polarizer. The
transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) chain are connected via a
ferrite circulator and two additional PIN-switches (fast
PIN-diode based switches) to the antenna to optimize isolation
of the Tx from the Rx unit. The aforementioned lower sideband
is used in Rx to down convert the output of the receiver
low-noise amplifier (LNA), which is subsequently down-
converted by an in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) mixer to
provide the baseband I/Q outputs. Fig. 5 shows a simplified
block diagram for the complete microwave system.

The system's pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is funda-
mentally determined by the total path length. To exclude two
way echoes, the pulse repetition time (PRT) should to be at
least twice the round trip time of a pulse reflected by the
reflector.With the trihedral reflector at a distance of 660 mwe
thus have to use a PRF b 100 kHz. A further constrain of the
system's PRF is the settling time of the ferrite polarizers. It is of
Fig. 5. Block diagram of the high frequency setup fo
importance because the system operates with alternating
polarizations to perform quasi-simultaneous measurements
for both polarizations. The high inductance of the polarizer
coils of several mH results in a settling time between 20 μs and
35 μs until reaching a stable cross-polarization state (timemay
differ depending on polarizer and polarization state). A safe
PRT thus is 40 μs. Hence, we set the system's standard PRF to
25 kHz. An overview of the basic system operating character-
istics is given in Table 3.
3.2.2. Timing control and DAQ system
To keep the instrument enclosure as small as possible the

timing generator and data acquisition (DAQ) system were
tailored to the needs of the experiment. An embedded Linux
operating system running on a small singleboard computer
(SBC) provides a user interface via SSH remote login and also
r both the 35 GHz and the 22 GHz systems.

image of Fig.�5
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handles the data transfer to a database server. Via High Speed
USB, the SBC connects to a micro-controller (μC) on a printed
circuit board (PCB) holding all other components of the
control-system. On the PCB, the μC interfaces an ADC via a
parallel bus and has an I2C-bus (a two wire serial bus) to
connect to thermostats for the heating control and a complex
programmable logic device (CPLD) which generates the pulse
controlling the Tx and Rx switches. The ADC simultaneously
samples four channels (I and Q for both frequencies) with a
12 bit resolution and passes the data on to the μC which
continuously streams it to the SBC with a transfer rate of
1.2 MBit/s for a PRF of 25 kHz. The track & hold of the ADC is
triggered by the pulse generator running on the CPLD
controlling the switches of the HF system. Pulse width,
delay for the receiver stage and PRF can be chosen and
altered in 10 ns steps. The minimal values for pulse width,
however, are determined by the rise and fall time of the
switches. A schematic of the DAQ and control system is given
in Fig. 6.

The timing control system allows different modes of
operation. All data used in this work was acquired using the
averaging mode with a pulse width of 200 ns. The averaging
mode takes 32 continuous samples of the raw I and Q
data sampled at 25 kHz and stores their average. This is done
continuously every 50 ms, resulting in a sampling rate of
20 Hz. In this mode the accuracy of the received signal
amplitude measurements is 0.1 dB for both frequencies
and both polarization. However, attenuation measurements
in the field are subject to larger fluctuations (up to 1 dB)
due to tower movement and changing ground reflection
properties.

4. Test site and equipment

The system is installed at the TERENO pre-alpine hydro-
meteorological test site in Fendt (47°49′59″N, 11°03′40″E,
600 m a.s.l.), about 50 km south of Munich, Germany. The
mean annual precipitation is approximately 1100 mm, with a
maximum of 200 mm per month observed in June and July.
Mean annual temperature is around 8 °C, with high likeliness
Fig. 6. A schematic of the data acquisition and pulse control system. The gray shad
hardware shown in Fig. 5.
of snow fall during the winter months. An overview of the
test site with detailed locations of all devices is displayed in
Fig. 7.
4.1. Laser disdrometer

At the site, a Thies Laser Disdrometer mounted at the Tx/Rx
tower 10 m above the ground provides minute resolution drop
diameter and drop velocity data. To discriminate the different
precipitation types (rain, hail, graupel, snow) and false
detections by the disdrometer (margin fallers and splashed
drops) in this data, we adopted the approach presented by
Friedrich et al. (2012). It uses the theoretical fall velocities for
the different precipitation types with corresponding error
margins to classify precipitation types for each diameter–
velocity combination. For their data, recorded by a PARSIVEL
disdrometer, they used a 60% error margin for the terminal
velocity of rain drops. The successful use of a 40%margin is also
reported, though. For our data we use a 50% margin for the
terminal velocity of rain drops, resulting in less than 5% of rain
amount being removed due to excluded drops (margin fallers,
splashed drops, uncategorized). The mask applied for classifi-
cation is shown in Fig. 8.
4.2. Weather station

In the vicinity of the reflector tower, a Vaisala WXT520
weather station is installed at an Eddy-Correlation (EC) flux
measurement tower at 2 m above the ground. It provides ten
minute averages of temperature, humidity, pressure and rain
rate.

Absolute humidity q is calculated from the measured
temperature Tk in Kelvin and relative humidity (RH) in %
using

q ¼ e M
R Tk

ð16Þ
ed area indicates the weatherproof housing. HF denotes the high frequency
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Fig. 7. An overview of the TERENO test site in Fendt with the locations of the Tx/Rx towers and the EC-station. In the middle, pictures of the Tx/Rx box and of the
reflector in the field are given. In the height profile the 3 dB beam width of the 22 GHz system (dashed line) and the 35 GHz system (dash-dotted line) is
depicted. The WXT520 weather station is located at the EC-station, shown as (1) in the height profile plot.
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Fig. 8. The mask used to discriminate the different precipitation types in the raw drop and velocity data recorded by the disdrometer. The black lines give
theoretical terminal velocities for the different precipitation types. The dashed line is the 50% error margin used to define the corridor for the drops classified as
rain. For details please refer to Friedrich et al. (2012).
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and the relation for water vapor pressure

e ¼ RH
100

611:2exp
17:67 Tk−273:15ð Þ

Tk−29:65

� �
: ð17Þ

4.3. Transmission experiment setup

Both the transmit/receive box and the trihedral reflector
were installed on the top of 10 m towers. The 660 m path
between the towers leads over flat grassland with an
unobstructed first Fresnel zone. As can be seen from Fig. 7 the
3 dB beam width of the 22 GHz system however hits the
ground half way to the reflector, resulting in potential
fluctuations due to multipath propagation. The 35 GHz system
with its narrower beam is less prone to this effect.

5. First results

5.1. Precipitation

5.1.1. Rain event May 2nd 2011
As a first case study a strong isolated rain event on May

2nd 2011 is chosen. The duration of 20 minutes and the
intensity with rainrates up to 30 mm/h indicate a typical
convective type of rain event. The disdrometer measure-
ments shown in Fig. 9-b1 also indicate that a significant part
of the precipitation particles has been classified as snow and
hail. For the following analysis we neglect the contribution of
hail since only little can be known about the actual shape,
density and the water coating of the hail stones from the
disdrometer measurements. These parameters however, are
necessary to model their scattering characteristics (Borowska
et al., 2011). The snow particles are also neglected since
attenuation by snowflakes (assumed that they are not coated
with water) is very low.

Data from the experiment which is recorded at 20 Hz is
averaged to 1 Hz and shown in the left column of Fig. 9. As
expected, the received signal level (RSL) displayed in Fig. 9-a1
mimics the time course of the rain event recorded by the
disdrometer (shown in Fig. 9d). Due to the higher sampling
rate (1 Hz for the RSL compared to 1 record every minute for
the disdrometer) the RSL data reveals in much more detail the
rain intensity fluctuations on short time scales.

For the RSL based calculation of rain rates, attenuation
values are necessary, for which a reference baseline value has
to be assumed. Here, the mean value of RSL before the rain
event was chosen. For continuous operation, dynamic baseline
algorithms aremore appropriate. They copewith the long term
drift and fluctuations of RSL (Rahimi et al., 2003; Goldshtein
et al., 2009; Overeem et al., 2011; Schleiss and Berne, 2010;
Chwala et al., 2012).

When comparing measured A and ΔA to the values
calculated from the DSD recorded by the disdrometer
(Fig. 9-b2 and b3) and to values calculated for a Marshall–
Palmer DSD based on R as measured by the disdrometer
(Fig. 9-c2 and c3), deviations can be observed. In particular
the behavior of A22,h and hence ΔA22 can not be reproduced
when using a fixed DSD. This can also be seen in row 4 of
Fig. 9 where the ratio ΔA/Ah is shown. Comparison with the
median volume diameter D0 of the measured DSD, shown in
Fig. 9-c1, suggests a dependence of ΔA/Ah on D0. This can be
explained by the fact that the same attenuation level can be
generated by different DSDs. With increasing D0, ΔA will
however increase due to the more pronounced asymmetry of
the larger drops. As was shown in Section 2.1.1 and Fig. 1, in
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Fig. 9. Time series for rain event on May 2nd 2011. Data from the transmission experiment is sampled at 1 Hz. Disdrometer data has minute resolution. Plot (a1)
shows the received signal level (RSL). Plot (b1) shows the rain rates for different precipitation types derived from the disdrometer raw data employing the mask
shown in Fig. 8. Plot (c1) shows the median volume drop diameter for rain. Plots in rows 2, 3 and 4 show the derived attenuation A, differential attenuation ΔA
and ΔA/A derived from the RSL (plots in column a), from the DSD measured by the disdrometer (plots in column b) and from a Marshall–Palmer DSD according to
the rain rate measured by the disdrometer. Note that values for A b 0.5 dB are not shown in plot (a4) since the fraction diverges when A approaches 0.
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particular Cext,22,h increases in the presence of large drops
(D N 4 mm).

For a direct comparison of measured and calculated A
and ΔA, the first two rows in the plot matrix in Fig. 10 show
the minute averages of data from the experiment and the
disdrometer. The black lines give values calculated for the
different theoretical DSDs from Table 1. The thick dashed
black line uses the power law relation given in Eq. (6) with
values of a and b according to Table 2. As expected from the
findings in Section 2.1.1 the spread, and hence the depen-
dence on the choice of the theoretical DSD, is smaller for
35 GHz than for 22 GHz. The measured data also exhibits this
behavior.

In general the disdrometer data seems to have larger
values of ΔA/A. This can be explained by two effects.

First, the DSD used for the calculation of A and ΔA only
contains drops classified as rain. Hail is neglected. For the
attenuation measurements however, hail contributes to A
and ΔA. If this contribution would be removed, A and ΔA
would change. Since the axial asymmetry of hail stones is
smaller than that of large rain drops (Knight, 1986),
removing hail from the signal would decrease A while ΔA/A
increases. This would result in a better alignment of the data
from the experiment and the data from the disdrometer.

Second, the effect of wet antenna could lead to an over-
estimation of A measured by the experiment. The values for
low ΔA/A in Fig. 10-a2 and b2 indicate that the antenna must
have been wet, since, ΔA = 0 indicates that no rain is present.
IfA is still significantly larger than zero, this attenuation is likely
to stem from the water remaining on the slowly drying
antenna. Future research will show if the resulting deviations
from the theoretical curves can be used to detect wet antenna
attenuation and remove it in post-processing.

If there is no DSD data available, rain rates have to be
derived from measured attenuation using the A–R power law
relation given in Eq. (6). This relation assumes a fixed DSD for
each rain rate. Deviations of that DSD will thus lead to errors in
the derived rain rate. We study this effect of a changing DSD by
comparing observed attenuation Aobs from the experiment to
attenuation Acalc calculated from the measured DSD provided
by the disdrometer. FromAobs a rain rate Rcalc is calculatedusing
the power law from Eq. (6) with the values from Table 2. Rcalc
is then compared to the rain rate Robs derived from the
disdrometer DSD data. When comparing the correlation
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between Aobs and Acalc to the correlation between Rcalc and Robs,
a decrease should be observable, which should be more
pronounced if the dependence of the A–R relation on the DSD
is higher.
The plots in rows 3 to 6 of Fig. 10 show this comparison
for A and ΔA. The Pearson correlation coefficient confirms the
above mentioned expectation. It decreases when rain rates
are derived from measured attenuation with a fixed A–R
power law.

5.1.2. Rain event March 30th 2011
As second example a medium rain event on March 30th

2011 is chosen. Even though it is less intense than the event
studied in the last section its isolated nature and short
duration indicate a convective type rainfall. The large median
volume diameter D0, shown in Fig. 11, at the onset confirms
this indication. Similar to the analysis in Fig. 9, the large D0 is
reflected in the differential signals, in particular in ΔA22. The
fixed Marshall–Palmer DSD cannot reproduce that.

In the scatter plots in rows 1 and 2 of Fig. 12 both, the
measured attenuation values and the ones calculated from
the disdrometer, indicate a significant deviation from the
theoretical DSDs towards large rain drops. Again, wet
antenna attenuation and its slow recovery can be observed,
most pronounced in Fig. 12-a2. The presence of compara-
tively large drops for the given rain rates also explains the
results of the correlation analysis presented in the scatter
plots in rows 3 to 6 of Fig. 12. Similar to the result shown in
Fig. 10, the correlation decreases when going from the
comparison of A to the comparison of R. In this case however,
the decrease for A22, h and ΔA22 is significant. An explanation
might be the strong deviation of the present DSD from the
theoretical ones, as indicated in Fig. 12-a2 and b2.

Concluding from the results shown in Figs. 9 and 11 the
measured data is consistent with the theoretical findings
from Section 2.1.1. The almost linear relation between the
integrands of A and R (see Eqs. (1) and (3)) at 35 GHz results
in a low dependence of the A–R relation on the DSD. This
relation can be approximated well by the power law from
Eq. (6) using the ITU values given in Table 2. At 22 GHz and
horizontal polarization or when using data from differential
measurements, the ITU power law seems not to be able to
reproduce the correct attenuation values.

5.2. Humidity estimation from May 18th 2011 till May 26th
2011

To study the relation between the measured phase delay
and the absolute humidity a period of warm weather
conditions in May 2011 is selected. Phase information is
taken from the 22 GHz and 35 GHz system, running at 20 Hz
sampling rate. Prior to averaging to 1 Hz data, the phase
Fig. 10. Scatter plots of the data from the rain event on May 2nd 2011 shown
in Fig. 9. Plot (a1) shows the values of attenuation A and differential
attenuation ΔA, from 1 Hz attenuation measurements of the 35 GHz system,
fromminute averages of this 1 Hz data and the attenuation values calculated
from DSDs measured by the disdrometer. Plot (a2) shows the same data in a
different representation. Plot (a3) shows Aobs observed by the experiment
and Acalc calculated from the DSD. In plot (a4) Rcalc is the rain rate calculated
from Aobs employing the power law relation given in Eq. (6). Robs is derived
from the DSD. Plots (a5) and (a6) are similar to (a3) and (a4) showing
values for ΔA. Plots in column (b) refer to data from the 22 GHz system. Note
that the divergence of ΔA/A in plot (b2) is due to the fluctuations of A close
to zero.
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 for a rain event on March 30th 2011. DSD data from the disdrometer before 15:59 UTC is missing because the exported raw data was
corrupted. Precipitation intensity values given by the disdrometer's internal processing yielded no precipitation, though.
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skipping over every 2π, has to be unwrapped. Strong wind
causes tower oscillations at 4 Hz which tend to corrupt
unwrapping at lower sampling rates.

From the unwrapped phase, refractivity is calculated using
Eq. (12)with the offsetN0 calculated fromweather station data
at noon of the starting day of the phase time series. Using
Eq. (15) with temperature and pressure data from the weather
station interpolated to 1 Hz, absolute humidity values are
derived. The resulting time series together with an uncorrected
time series using fixed values T = 15 °C and P = 953 mbar is
shown in Fig. 13. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2 and also
observable here, temperature and pressure are changing on a
slower temporal scale than humidity. However, comparing
the corrected with uncorrected data for a longer time
interval, e.g. during the course of a day, the influence
particularly of the high diurnal temperature variations on
the derived absolute humidity is visible. The corrected data
align well with the station data. This is also confirmed by the
scatter plots in Fig. 14 and the reasonable Pearson correla-
tion coefficient of R2 = 0.77 and R2 = 0.79 for both the
35 GHz and 22 GHz system.

The observable deviations seem to follow a pattern. On
several days (e.g. on May 19th at around 06:00 UTC) sharp
decreases with sudden recoveries occur in the morning
hours. Cross-checking of these incidents with radiation data
(not shown here) from the weather station at the eddy
correlation tower indicates that they are appearing only
during days with high solar radiation. It is thus very likely
that the fast decreases with subsequent recovery stem from
mechanical deflection of the towers caused by one-sided
heating due to solar radiation at sunrise and sunset.
During night time the phase derived humidity is often
overestimated. This might be explained by the location of
the test site. It is situated in a wide flat valley, where the high
soil moisture of the meadows often leads to fog when the
atmosphere is stable. Thus a temperature and moisture
gradient could lead to considerable differences between the
met station measurements at 2 m and the measurements of
the phase delay 10 m above the ground.

The deviations occurring on a smaller (sub-minute)
temporal scale, and with pronounced fluctuations during
daytime and maximum amplitudes around noon, originate
from fluctuations of the refractive index caused by evapora-
tion. This is an effect that is exploited in remote sensing the
latent heat flux using microwave and optical scintillometers
(Meijninger et al., 2006; Leijnse et al., 2007a). With these
instruments, amplitude fluctuations are evaluated. With the
additional phase derived humidity measurements shown
here, new insight into boundary layer processes may be
possible.
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Fig. 12. Scatter plots of the data from the rain event on March 30th 2011.
Plot structure is the same as in Fig. 10. The divergence of ΔA/A in plot (b2) is
due to the fluctuations of A close to zero.
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6. Conclusion and outlook

We have designed and built up a dual frequency dual
linearly polarized monostatic transmission experiment which
is operated over a 660 m path at the hydrometeorological
TERENO pre-alpine test site in Southern Germany. Three test
cases were examined analyzing attenuation and phase delay
data.

Six different attenuation measures (horizontal and vertical
polarization, 34.8 GHz and 22.235 GHz, and the differential
attenuation between horizontal and vertical polarization)were
analyzed. Due to the relatively short path length, noise can
mask the signal attenuation for weak rain events. This is in
particular true for measurements of differential attenuation,
which are less sensitive than measurements of specific
attenuation. The analysis was hence focused on stronger
convective events. The ratio of attenuation to differential
attenuation ΔA/A was found to be sensitive to changes of the
median volume diameter. Comparison with DSD data simulta-
neously obtained by a disdrometer at the test site showed
reasonable agreement.

Using the disdrometer data, the effect of a variable DSD on
the performance of the A–R power law fit was studied. It was
shown that, as described by theory, the effect is low at 35 GHz
and increases for 22 GHz and the differential measurements.

Phase delay measurements were used to derive refractiv-
ity values. Transformed to absolute humidity these data were
consistent with data obtained at the weather station in the
vicinity. The scale investigated by the experiment is in the
same order of magnitude as the resolution of recent
atmospheric models. In the future this may provide a new
possibility to initialize and validate these models.

Further examination of the spatial variability of humidity
and its impact on the line integrated measurement is
mandatory to check the accuracy of the phase derived
humidity. Therefore installing additional humidity loggers
as supplemental ground truth will be considered.

For the analysis of precipitation, it is also planned to
install rain gauges or disdrometers for ground truthing along
the path. A first next step in evaluating the attenuation data
might be the implementation of the methods proposed for
line integrated DSD retrieval, using two frequencies or two
polarizations (Rincon and Lang, 2002; Berne and Schleiss,
2009). Having both, two frequencies and two polarizations
available, may offer an even more detailed analysis of the
DSD. In addition, measurements of the differential propaga-
tion phase, which is a further independent quantity sensitive
to precipitation, could add to the robustness of the DSD
estimation.

Furthermore, the 25 KHz raw data sampling mode will be
used to study Doppler spectra, both in transmission and
reflection. Their empirical analysis will be accompanied by a
numerical model of microwave propagation through rain,
simulating the interaction with each single drop, following
(Hipp et al., 2011).
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Fig. 13. Time series of absolute humidity derived from phase measurements of the 22 GHz and 35 GHz system. The 22 GHz data is shown with and without
correcting the results using temperature T and pressure P from the meteorological station in the vicinity. The uncorrected data for the 35 GHz system would be
similar and is not shown here.

Fig. 14. Scatter plot of the time series shown in Fig. 13. Here 10 min averages of phase derived humidity values are used to be comparable to the 10 min averages
provided by the met station.
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